Developing a monitoring system for bathroom is important to prevent aged persons from accidents. The authors previously developed a bathroom monitoring system with an acoustic sensor, which measured not only the water level of a bathtub and the temperature but also recognized the sound environment. The sound environment was however sometimes mis-recognized with the system. The present paper thus proposes a new system which recognizes the sound environment more highly accurately.
The previous paper tried to recognize the sound environment by comparing the actual sound spectrum with standard ones given as a data base. The evaluation index for selecting the optimal (standard) environment which was the closest to the actual one was the following pattern matching measure:
where h k (k = 1, 2, , N) is the spectrum of the actual sound and h jk (k = 1, 2, , N) is the standard spectrum of the j-th sound environment. The standard environment minimizing the index is selected as the current environment. Of course, each standard spectrum had been determined as the mean of many normalized spectra obtained a priori by experiment. Also, {V jk } denotes the variances of {h jk }. Samples of the standard spectra are shown in Fig.1 .
The previous paper assumed the following four types of sound environments: quiet situation, fan, shower, and water mixing and also assumed the length of the data window for recognition to be 1 second. The present paper adds two sound environments of shower and water mixing, both together with fan, considering a more practical application. Furthermore, the paper extends the length of the data window from 1 second to 4 seconds and also uses the information on water level measured by the dynamic measurement system with a Kalman filter and a maximum likelihood method. This is because complete recognition of sound environment was not realized with the previous system. Eventually, the paper adds these two devices to the previous system adding to the newly introduced two sound environments. With the new system, all sound environments, including the two complicated sound environments newly added, have become to be completely recognized. Experiment results in Table 1 show the validity of the system. 
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Developing a monitoring system for a bathroom is important to prevent aged persons from accidents. The authors previously developed a bathroom monitoring system using an acoustic sensor which measured the water level of a bathtub and the temperature and also recognized the sound environment. The sound environment was however occasionally mis-recognized with the system. The present paper proposes a new method which recognizes the sound environment in the bathroom more accurately. Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
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